Posters@Capitol 2018

Please nominate your best research/scholar/creative undergraduates for Posters at the Capitol - an annual poster session in Nashville, TN including students from the public universities that emphasizes the importance and impact of undergraduate student scholarly activity. Up to 10 students from MTSU will present in late February. The anticipated date of the event is February 28, 2018.

Application deadline 12/18/17. For more information, visit www.mtsu.edu/urc

Needed now: Please suggest an experienced student presenter for Posters@Capitol Names and questions to Dr. Ginger Rowell (ginger.rowell@mtsu.edu) or ureca@mtsu.edu.

What is Posters @Capitol?
Posters @ Capitol is a broad spectrum of undergraduate research/creative poster presentations exhibited at the Nashville Legislative Plaza and is tentatively scheduled for February 28, 2018. Ever since Dr. Cheatham started P@C in TN, students have reported that their experiences were very positive. Also, they interacted with a much different audience than at a typical conference and saw the political side of higher education. Students also have an opportunity to meet with the legislator from their home district to discuss their research.

Posters at the Capitol is coordinated by the Tennessee STEM Education Center under the direction of Dr. Ginger Rowell. Participants are chosen by an ad-hoc committee.

Who is eligible?
The undergraduate student researcher must be an enthusiastic and professional representative of MTSU. He or she should be prepared to discuss research with politicians, emphasizing the overview and personal growth aspects of their research experience, as well as the technical details.

Requirements due by 12/18/17 to ureca@mtsu.edu or leighann.gardner@mtsu.edu
· Abstract 150-200 words
· Good quality headshot
· Poster as a PowerPoint (page size)

Sincerely,
The Undergraduate Research Center